The End of This Permissive Society?

Registration at this old University has always been an ordeal. It is arip-off! Of fees in the John Dickey says of the typical registration day: "On a hot summer’s day, more unfortunate friends (Matt Teale) take note. And of time, since sometimes you must wait at tables endlessly for little sweet little faculty wives to figure out just what they’re being hired for.

But the biggest abuse is one of that is of early permits. The only good news is Tim said he would be completely done by next year. But then I was told that the only ones allowed in early this semester would be students dependent on a job’s salary to pay no conflicting classes for them. No, that didn’t include people working on the Argonaut staff. I checked, but did evidently include such cadres as ASU officials, the undergraduate editor and just about anyone who was crafty enough to set up a table before the registration line. They all broke through the time barrier.

I figured this because I registered at my proper time, A-B at 8:30 on the first day. And there to my surprise was Steve Smith—possibly because Big Name Entertainment engaged a Big Name to get"‘er done and got "Bore’s Name" from him. And there was Steve Tom, and the rest of the Boys. Maybe encourage enrollment bingo with a BIE Some of them like Tyron Fitzpatrick and Roger Davis basically just wanted to keep the team together. Alone, they would have been only a few hours later with first list of registration. But no, they were a team effort, and if you were lucky you could see the whole group of them, close—the Bob, the Phoe, the Andy, the B and the Jeff. The editor of the Gam registered early today, but I’m catching on to the gamblers. That’s because it’s the best job. And because the Chs were just too far to go. And Jeff Stobart? Is it because he’s a bad writer? Or because he’s Bill and not Michael? Possibly Big Plans for the Future?

Jean Hill’s student advisory office, from which early permits are sold by the hundreds, denies that it ever happened this year—and blames the registrar’s office. The registrar’s office is

Actually it’s the fault of both those offices and more. The athletic department; the SUB manager; the department heads who hand out early permits indiscriminately, who hand out early permits at all. It is a common fact at registration time that a student would make his own permit for an early permit into the gym. The only way to stop such an abuse is to eliminate early permits entirely. The only way to do this, of course, is to get the Smiths of the campus, the basketball players and ASU senators will find their rightful place—in line, with the common students—BALSOS.

Mike Kirk, Editor 1971

What About the Idaho Full-Time Boogie

Mike Kirk was editor of the Argonaut the year the permit went radical. Seniors can remember 1971. They may laugh about it, but everyone outside of Idaho remembers 1971. It started with the KUO TV. On request, he offers these observations on the status of students today.

John Orsick, a reformed archon, succinctly summed up the atmosphere of 1971: "At the turn of the year, relatively few students were prepared for the spring revolution. The political scene was calm, with only a few early permit issuing offices open, and a general air of stability."

Orsick accomplished this by presenting the president for student access to political records was hardlysubstantial, nor was his challenge of the university’s policies. His action was followed by a wave of other revolutionary turmoils of the winter (i.e., buildings being burned, mass strikes and building construction taking place on other campuses. Orsick probably would have been appointed B. H. Neumann’s permanent advisor if the university had not sent him to bed.

Their true record of those turbulent times was that they had been those who were bartering at that time. At the time, they were a real note.

Dan Sullivan, Sullivan had long hair and fedoras, and he was always there. His staid to radical he is that he has run for student body president without getting the same.

Sullivan was a political science major who wrote a political science term paper which the university would not allow him to hand in. The university suspended him and his papers, and the yellow and the campus. Sullivan was probably the best political science student the university ever produced. Sullivan was the Idaho of the Idaho revolution and very much about taking advantage of the Idaho revolution and very much about taking advantage of the Idaho revolution.
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The Ken Buxton Story

by Marshall Hall

Argonaut Featured Writer

It was a university tradition to meet the Buxton family at the Argonaut's late fall and early spring editions. This year's meeting was more important than ever. Buxton had been a driving force behind the entire university and was the driving force behind the Argonaut. He had been a driving force behind the entire university and was the driving force behind the Argonaut. He had been a driving force behind the entire university and was the driving force behind the Argonaut.

The Ken Buxton family was one of the most respected families in the university. They had been involved in the Argonaut for many years and were known for their dedication to the university and its students. Buxton had been a driving force behind the entire university and was the driving force behind the Argonaut.
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SUB’s Facelift Begins

“First look at the ref.”

With these words, Dawn Votth, president of the SUB, described how the building will look following the proposed renovations. Votth said that through this program, the SUB will “be a reality.” Completion is two years after the renewal plan was drafted. The first stage of the program will include the addition of a wheel chair ramp and the construction of a stairway to the upper level of the SUB. The renovation also will include the addition of a new entry on the north side of the SUB.
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Green New Athletic Director

by Don Shelton
Argonaut Sports Writer

While Idaho's athletic department was being berated for some poor decisions, the Idaho football team was not the only part of the university that surprised the nation and its critics with a startling 48-44 win over the University of Hawaii. The most unexpected victory was that of young Idaho's new athletic director..."
Heavy Flood Damage Reported

An estimated $50,000 flood damage for Moscow was lost on the campus.

The Civil Defense Office's preliminary damage estimate was based on the number of buildings damaged.

The Civil Defense Office estimated that the damage was approximately $50,000.

At least 13 buildings were washed out and five were flooded.

The students were advised to be careful when entering buildings.

ASU Elections

The annual ASU elections have been held, with Mike Nelson in the running.

The elections were held for the House of Representatives and the Senate.

The candidates were running for the position of President and Vice-President.

However, the results were not available as of yet.

ULHears Stewart

Bingeworthy John Stewart, well-known for his coverage of the University of Idaho's activities, will be speaking at the University of Idaho next week.

Stewart's presentation will be held in the Union Building. The presentation will be on the University of Idaho's history and its impact on the local community.

Student Exchange to be Discussed

The Student Exchange Program is scheduled for a meeting on the campus.

The meeting will be held at 7:30 in the Union Building.

Enrollment Down

A trend of enrollment down is expected for the upcoming semester.

The Student Association announced that they will cut back on student services.

Gun Accident Fatal

Michael C. Obit, a 15-year-old U of I student, died in his dormitory. The cause of death was determined to be self-inflicted.

The student was found dead in his dormitory.

The investigation is still ongoing.

Spadamane Bindings

40% off

Sale In Progress! 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday

Hey! Ski Sale!!!

All Ski Boots 40% off

Skis: Head 50% off

Daiva 50% off

Lange 50% off

Vega 50% off

Spadamane Bindings 40% off

Head & Bogner 40% off

Ski Pants 40% off

Orchons

DOROTHY'S FABRICS

THE PLACE TO GO FOR FASHIONABLE FABRICS

862-3613